















VILLA 526 AT CORAL ESTATE IS A LOVELY 

TROPICAL VILLA ON A FANTASTIC 

SPACIOUS SEA VIEW LOCATION


CORALESTATESALES.COM


On the road from phase 5, after the exit to the cul-de-sac on phase 5, this beautiful villa is 

situated on a 2,354 square meters size plot. Nicely hidden from the road through the wide green 

belt, the villa has a lot of privacy. A beautiful gate with electronic doors gives access to the plot, 

after which the driveway leads to the rear of the villa where the carport with workshop is located.

































The villa has a friendly appearance, partly due to the rounded corners that architect Henk Bolivar 

added to the design. The location on the plot is well chosen and guarantees optimal privacy and 

panoramic sightlines to the sea. When we enter the villa and step into the living room, we are 

pleasantly overwhelmed by this sea view. The hardwood sliding doors open smoothly and make 

the living room and front porch become one.


The kitchen is a real eye-catcher and forms the central place in the living room as an island. The 

kitchen is slightly elevated, creating the illusion of separate spaces within 1 whole. The island with 

a sink and cooking area is very functional, complemented by the beautiful cupboard wall in which 

the convection oven, steam oven, coffee machine and American fridge are integrated. Tastefully 

modern and distinctly atmospheric.

































The veranda is wonderfully shady because the roof above it continues well. The infinity pool is centrally 

located at the front of the terrace and has a beautiful dark coating, which fits nicely with the understated 

character of the villa and the modern design choices. The garden is basic and low maintenance. Equipped 

with Curaçao plants and rocks and - if desired - easy to supplement with extra plants for those who like a 

flowery garden.


To the left of the living room, facing the sea, is the technical room with also storage space and then the 

master bedroom with beautiful sea view. This bedroom has a walk through closet and a spacious private 

bathroom. From the bedroom you can easily enter the pool terrace for a lovely fresh morning dip.










On the other side of the living room is the pantry as well as 2 guest bedrooms with a shared 

bathroom. 1 of the guest bedrooms has a wide sea view and direct access to the pool terrace. In 

front of the villa, in the garden, there is a lounge palapa; a nice place for those who want a 

moment for themselves.


Behind the villa is the carport with a spacious workshop. This building also has a storage room for 

gas bottles and the wheelie bin. Next to this building is an outdoor studio annex hobby room, 

equipped with a palapa style roof and semi-open panel walls for good ventilation.
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The spacious plot (2,354 m2) offers possibilities to expand the villa. 30% of the plot may be used 

as living space and those 700 m2 are not yet half used. So if you want more than 3 bedrooms, 

there is enough space to expand the villa according to your wishes.


Details:


- Lot 2.354 m2                                                 - Lounge palapa


- Bewdrooms	 3                                            - Carport


- Bathrooms	 2                                            - Workshop


- Modern kitchen island                                  - Outdoor hobby room


- Infinity pool                                                    - Ample expansion options


- Pantry and technical room



